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Derring™ Design Artist Editions® Bathroom Sinks

Artist Editions Bathroom Sinks 
Artist Editions marries the artistry and craftsmanship of a  
small studio with the manufacturing know-how of a global  
company. Each beautifully handcrafted piece helps tell the 
story of you.

Artisan Glazes 
Taking inspiration from the works of studio potters, these  
fascinating glazes are paired with subtle yet complex texture  
to produce stunning surface effects. Timeless, beautiful and 
only from Kohler, the combination brings a palette of neutral 
tones to life, adding amazing depth and dimension.  

One-of-a-Kind Pieces 
Natural variations characteristic of artisan glazes make  
each sink unique. 

Freedom to Design 
Rich and diverse, the colors pair with a variety of fixture colors  
and faucet finishes to complete a look that speaks to you.  
Pair Bourbon Rutile with Biscuit, Almond, Black Black™  
or Thunder™ Grey fixtures and Vibrant® Brushed Bronze or  
Oil-Rubbed Bronze faucets. Pair Translucent White with  
White, Dune or Black Black fixtures and Vibrant Brushed  
Nickel or Vibrant Polished Nickel faucets. 

Handcrafted Production 
Artist Editions ceramic sinks are designed by Kohler industrial 
designers and created by skilled craftsmen in the Kohler  
pottery in Kohler, Wisconsin.

Variety of Options 
Both colors come in three sizes and shapes to make selection 
easy no matter the size of your bathroom or vanity.

Durable and Easy to Clean 
Glazes are layered over a soft texture that’s optimized for easy 
cleaning with durable glazes that meet all Kohler performance 
requirements. Artist Editions products adhere to a single level 
of quality and surpass strict plumbing standards.

SKU Description Material Installation
Overall Dimensions 

(L x W x D)

K-17890-RL Derring design on Carillon™ Round Wading Pool® bathroom sink Vitreous china Above-counter 172/3" diameter x 6"

K-17916-RL Derring design on Carillon Rectangle Wading Pool bathroom sink 21" x 141/2" x 6"

K-17889-RL Derring design on 17" x 14" oval bathroom sink Under-mount 193/8" x 163/8" x 71/4"

K-17890-RL-RB2

KOHLER.com/Derring

Color options:

Translucent White 
(K8)

Bourbon Rutile 
(RB2)

K-17890-RL-K8 K-17916-RL-K8 K-17889-RL-K8


